
A New Era of Worker 
Productivity and Safety

BROCHURE

Worker NxT makes it easier for employers to identify, hire, train, and protect highly qualified and 

productive workers. Even in tight labor markets, our solution connects our clients to qualified 

workers and provides the intelligent tools they need to onboard, train, and manage them.

Once workers are on the job, our solution collects and analyzes real-time data to ensure worker 

safety and augments their physical and cognitive abilities. Our platform also streamlines costly 

tasks including attendance tracking, skills assessment, and safety assurance.



Technology-enabled Training and 
Skill Enrichment

Worker Productivity and Safety Across 
the Job Site

When digital transformation fails to meet expectations, it’s often caused by gaps between strategy and 

execution. LTIMindtree NxT clients don’t have to worry about that problem. LTIMindtree consultants 

provide expert workforce strategies based on best practices that have been refined through hundreds of 

client engagements.

Our clients can provide their workers with digital work instructions and guide them through complex 

tasks with the help of visual aids and contextual information delivered through augmented reality and 

mixed reality (AR/MR) experiences. AR devices can use 3D eyewear, smartphones, or tablets to overlay 

data, documents, and drawings onto machinery on production floors or jobsites. Workers can get on-

demand training for factories, mines, oil rigs, and other environments from anywhere.

Our platform collects data from a variety of sources—including sensors embedded into clothing, 

headgear, goggles, gloves, and exoskeletons—to monitor health conditions, identify safety issues, amplify 

worker abilities, prevent injuries, and more. Sensors can also detect harmful chemical or physical agents 

and prompt the platform to provide clear instructions for workers so they can avoid injury.

Moreover, they can detect a worker’s location, movement, and physiological state and provide alerts 

when situations pose a threat to safety.
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20,000+
EHS
platform users

25,000+
Safety
harness tagged

1,500,000+
Workers onboarded

42+
AR/VR
training modules

5
Industry domains

75,000+
Workforce trained 
using AR/VR



Recruitment, Onboarding, and 
Delivery Effectiveness

Turn Industry 4.0 into a Growth Engine

Our platform includes access to a pool of available labor tagged by specific search terms and skill 

requirements, integrating seamlessly with job boards, social media platforms, and other sources of 

skilled labor. You can quickly assess individual skills, determine availability, and offer employment. Once 

employees are in the system, our platform brings automation and precision to scheduling, onboarding, 

training, and ongoing performance assessment.

Want to know more about how our workforce wellbeing and efficiency solution, Worker NxT, is part of a holistic 

approach to a profitable Industry 4.0 transformations? Visit https://www.ltimindtree.com/worker-nxt to learn 

how LTIMindtree NxT is enabling organizations to engage customers like never before, anticipate their needs, and 

respond with incredible speed and precision.
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Vision analytics-based PPE compliance 
detection ensures that all workers 
strictly don correct PPE for their 
particular work zones

RFID-based worker & vehicle 
availability, location, avoidance

Safety app for 
process compliance

Immersive training tools such as 
AR/VR help absorb and retain 
information more effectively

Worker onboarding, 
certification, training profile

Supply chain visibility 
& execution

Real-time OEE

Predective maintanance, 
spares management

https://www.ltimindtree.com/mindtree-nxt/worker-nxt/


https://www.ltimindtree.com/
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